[1] The robustness of the atmospheric circulation response to global warming in a set of atmospheric general circulation models (AGCMs) is investigated. The global-warmed climate is forced by a global pattern of warmed ocean surface temperatures that is extracted from a multi-model ensemble of coupled ocean-atmosphere climate model greenhouse warming simulations. The robustness of the warming response is evaluated by a hierarchical set of comparisons. The warming response is compared first between two independently developed AGCMs, then as a function of horizontal resolution in one model, and finally as a function of a single tuning parameter, related to orographic gravity wave drag. Across these levels of comparison, the tropical and subtropical response is generally robust in zonal wind and temperature, but the extratropical response is nonrobust. On regional scales, almost every aspect of the response is non-robust, even to the variation of a single tuning parameter. Some evidence is presented that the non-robustness of the simulated response to global warming might be predicted from the (non globalwarmed) control simulation.
Introduction
[2] Although the current generation of coupled atmosphere-ocean general circulation models (CGCMs) show a wide range in the predicted global-mean surface temperature response to greenhouse warming [e.g., Houghton et al., 2001] , the sign of the response is robust: all models predict warmer temperatures in response to increasing greenhouse gases. Held and Soden [2006] showed that several aspects of the hydrological cycle, associated with the increase in lower tropospheric temperatures and, consequently, water vapor, are also robust across the different models. Other robust responses that have been reported previously include the cooling of the stratosphere, an elevation of the tropopause [Santer et al., 2003] , the poleward movement of the storm track regions [Yin, 2005] , the strengthening and poleward shifting of the zonal wind stress at extra-tropical Southern Hemisphere latitudes [Fyfe and Saenko, 2006] , and the increase of the Southern Annular Mode index (Miller et al., [2006] ).
[3] Other parts of the climate system respond less robustly to increasing greenhouse gases. All models agree that the global-mean precipitation will increase [e.g., Held and Soden, 2006] , but the regional responses are generally less robust. The response of the most dominant pattern of atmospheric variability in the Northern Hemisphere, the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO), also differs from model to model [Kuzmina et al., 2005; Miller et al., 2006] . A subject of discussion is how well the stratosphere should be represented in models to properly simulate the response of the NAO to increasing greenhouse gases [e.g., Shindell et al., 1999; Sigmond et al., 2004] .
[4] It is important to try to understand how robust and non-robust responses to greenhouse warming arise in climate models. Differences in the greenhouse warming response among different CGCMs are caused by differences in the individual component models (e.g., the atmospheric model, the ocean model, the sea-ice model, etc.) and by amplifications of these differences through coupled positive feedbacks between the component models. Examples of such positive atmosphere-ocean feedbacks include the interaction between sea-ice and near-surface ocean for the sea-ice albedo feedback, and between the ocean-land surface and the atmospheric column for the longwave watervapor feedback.
[5] In this study, we try to isolate the effect of differences in the formulation of atmospheric general circulation models (AGCMs) on the global warming response by bypassing feedbacks with the ocean. We use a technically simple approach in which we perturb two different AGCMs with the same SST perturbation field based on CGCM global warming simulations. In this approach, the land surface temperature and the temperature of the sea-ice are free to vary, as are the meteorological and hydrological fields. Cash et al. [2005] have employed this prescribed-SST method to study the response of the geopotential height at 500 hPa (Z500) to increasing greenhouse gases. They find that the Z500 responses to this generic SST perturbation in two different AGCMs were quite non-robust. In this study, we further explore this kind of non-robustness.
[6] Ultimately, we aim to connect the differences in the response to global warming to the specific differences between the models. As an initial strategy, we employ a hierarchical approach with three levels of comparison as described in Section 3.1, with an increasing amount of control on model parameters at each level. At Level I, we compare global warming responses of two independently developed AGCMs, and at Level II and III we compare global warming responses within one model when particular model parameters are varied. We have in mind the pragmatic reality of climate model development: in the process of optimizing climate models, model parameters are generally tuned to accurately simulate the current climate. Our approach effectively tracks how the greenhouse warming response might change as this tuning proceeds.
[7] Our study is more restricted than the broad parameter study by Stainforth et al. [2005] , who have investigated the uncertainty using a perturbed physics ensemble, in which model parameters are set to alternative values considered plausible by experts in the relevant parameterization schemes. Instead, we restrict our attention to two typical areas of climate model optimization. First, we determine the robustness of the circulation response to changes in horizontal resolution. However, because changing horizontal resolution in an AGCM involves changes to multiple parameters we then investigate the impact of varying a single tuning parameter, related to orographic gravity wave drag parameterizations, on the circulation response.
[8] After describing the models and experiments in Section 2 and assessing the robustness of the response in Section 3, we will investigate whether or not non-robustness of the global warming response can be predicted from a set of (non global-warmed) control simulations. Finally, the results will be summarized and discussed in Section 5.
Models and Experiments

Models
[9] The two AGCMs employed in this study are the GFDL AM2 model and the CCCma GCM3 model. The GFDL AM2 model has 24 levels from the surface up to 1 hPa. We use two different versions of AM2: the first version uses a B grid dynamical core and is the atmospheric component of GFDL CM2.0; the second version uses a finite-volume dynamical core, and is the atmospheric component of GFDL CM2.1. Details of the model are described by Anderson et al. [2004] and Delworth et al. [2006] . The CCCma GCM3 has a spectral dynamical core and 32 levels from the surface up to 1 hPa [McFarlane et al., 1992; Scinocca and McFarlane, 2004] . Both models feature independently developed physical parameterization packages and radiative transfer schemes.
[10] We note that the difference of the coupled versions of the models in terms of Northern Hemisphere variability and its response to climate change is relatively large (see, respectively, Figures 4 and 7 of Miller et al., [2006] ). This suggests that the two AGCMs used in this study represent a wide range of model sensitivities in terms of circulation responses to global warming. This increases confidence that conclusions drawn in this study may be applicable to other climate models as well.
Setup of Experiments
[11] In the control simulations, each model uses its own SST climatology. In the perturbation run, we perturb the SST field with a seasonally varying perturbation field that is independent of the model. This perturbation field is representative of the SST perturbation in a doubled CO 2 world. Specifically, it is an average of the SST change averaged over year 60-80 of an ensemble of CMIP2 runs (CGCM simulations in which CO 2 is increased by 1% per year, where year 70 is the year of CO 2 doubling). The models used to construct the ensemble average are BMRC2, CCSR, CERF, CSIRO, ECHAM3 + LSG, ECHAM4 + OPYC, GFDL, IAG/LASG2, INMCM, LMD/IPSL2, MRI, NCAR-WM, NCAR-CSM, UKMO2 and UKMO3. The website of the Program for Climate Model Diagnosis and comparison (PCMDI; http://www-pcmdi.llnl.gov) contains documentation for these models. Figure 1 shows the SST perturbation field in January. The seasonal cycle in the perturbation field is very small, and the global average SST perturbation is about 1.3 K (this average is restricted to all sea-ice free ocean). The largest perturbations (of up to 7.5 K) are found near the sea-ice area edges, whereas the lowest values are generally found in areas where the effective ocean depth is large (i.e., in deep water formation areas).
[12] It is important to note that the sea-ice field and atmospheric CO 2 concentration are fixed to the control run values. We chose not to perturb the atmospheric CO 2 to exclude potential differences in the response due to the radiative forcing, which is an interesting issue on its own. In the rest of this paper, the (global) warming response refers to the difference between the climatology of the SSTperturbed run and the climatology of the control run.
Experiments
[13] Table 1 summarizes the experiments that have been used in this study. To compare the global warming responses in two independently developed AGCMs, and to assess the robustness of the warming response to varying horizontal resolution, two sets of experiments have been performed: GFDL AM2 is run with the B grid dynamical core at a horizontal resolution of 3.75°longitude Â 3°latitude, 2.5°Â 2°and 1.25°Â 1°(denoted as, respectively, N30, N45 and N90, where the index following N is the number of gridpoints between the equator and pole). The CCCma GCM3 is run at T31, T47, and T63 horizontal resolution (respectively, about 5.6°Â 5.6°, 3.7°Â 3.7°and 2.8°Â 2.8°, allowing for two grid points per truncation wavelength around any great circle). Note that the coarsest horizontal resolution of the GFDL AM2 experiments is comparable to the finest horizontal resolution of the CCCma GCM3 experiments. Both sets of runs have seasonal cycles in insolation and SSTs. Note also that when we increase horizontal resolution, we increase the horizontal resolution of resolved processes and resolution dependent inputs to parameterizations such as vegetation in the land-surface scheme and sub-grid topography in the evaluation of the gravity wave drag.
[14] We wish to assess the robustness of the global warming response to a single tuning parameter and have chosen to vary the strength of the orographic gravity wave drag. For this purpose, we used the GFDL AM2 model with the finite-volume dynamical core [Lin, 2004] at 2°Â 2°horizontal resolution (hereafter denoted as M45). We vary the parameter gmax in the Pierrehumbert [1986] orographic gravity wave drag scheme, which is a proportionality factor determining the upward base flux of momentum due to the interaction of the wind with orography, from 0.5 to 1.0, and from 1.0 to 2.0. These values lie within a realistic range since the present day climate simulated with these values of gmax are close to observations (not shown). The tuned value of gmax (i.e., the value that produces a simulation of the present day climate that best matches the observed one) is 1.0. In order to save computer time and increase the sample size, this version of the model is run in perpetual winter mode (i.e., insolation and SSTs are set to the January 1 values). The model is spun-up for 5 years with the control value of gmax = 1.0. During these first years, the climate drifts due to an accumulation of snow caused by the perpetual winter conditions. After 5 years, the climate has become stable. Three runs are then branched off, each having a different value for gmax and lasting for another 5 years. These last 5 years are then used to calculate the climatologies. Assuming the atmosphere has a memory of about a month, the 5 years of data are equivalent to a sample size of 60 years. We have verified that the climatology of the present day perpetual winter run is very similar to the December-January-February (DJF) climatology of the present day run with a seasonal cycle, thus justifying our approach to run in perpetual winter rather than seasonal cycle mode. To calculate the warming response the runs have been performed with the control and the perturbed SST field, while keeping the sea-ice and CO 2 concentration fixed. As we will discuss in Section 3.2.3, the increased snow in the equilibrium climate will affect the temperature response, so that it is not appropriate to directly compare these experiments to the first set in which the horizontal resolution is varied.
[15] In the analysis that follows we focus on the response to global warming of the Northern Hemisphere winter circulation.
Assessing the Robustness of the Global Warming Response
Hierarchical Comparison Approach
[16] We approach the comparison of the atmospheric circulation response at three complementary levels that reflect the types of comparison carried out in climate model development.
[17] Level I: We compare the responses of two independently developed models (GFDL AM2 and CCCma GCM3) . Differences between the responses could be caused by the fundamental differences in numerics and parameterizations, but also by differences in the model horizontal or vertical resolution. This level of comparison occurs within the context of climate assessment. For example, in the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change Fourth Assessment Report (IPCC AR4) or the Atmospheric Model Intercomparison Project (AMIP) [Gates et al., 1999] , cli- mate models from different institutions are compared at a fixed point in their development. In the Level I comparison we will focus on the intermediate of the three different horizontal resolutions, which is generally used in experiments performed for intercomparison projects. Note that these are not the most similar horizontal resolutions.
[18] Level II: Next we perform a more controlled comparison: we isolate the effect of the variation of horizontal resolution within one AGCM on the global warming response. Note that when model horizontal resolution is varied, several model parameters are varied at the same time (for example, the horizontal diffusion coefficients, the orographic gravity wave drag source, and other parameters). This level of comparison occurs when a given modeling group wishes to create a finer or coarser resolution version of their model.
[19] Level III: Finally, we perform the most controlled comparison by assessing the robustness of the global warming response to varying a single model tuning parameter. This level of comparison occurs when a modeling group or an individual scientist wishes to understand the impact of a particular parameter on the simulation. Our choice for the tuning parameter gmax, as described in the previous section, is somewhat arbitrary but typical and relatively easy to understand. In practice, parameters like gmax are typically used to tune the strength of the tropospheric jets or the extratropical sea-level pressure distribution.
[20] In the remainder of this section we show results of these three levels of comparison at a range of horizontal scales progressing from the global scale to the regional scale.
Horizontal-Mean Response 3.2.1. Level I Comparison
[21] We first compare the thermal response of the independently developed AGCMs from GFDL and CCCma. Although we prescribe the SSTs, this does not completely determine the surface temperature field and hence the climate sensitivity that we can infer within this framework. In particular, the surface temperatures for the land and seaice fields remain to be determined. Table 2 lists the surface temperature response in the various experiments, averaged over different regions. In parentheses we give the temperature response averaged over sea-ice and land, i.e., the part of the response that is not prescribed and by construction independent of the experiment.
[22] Our first robust result is that the global mean surface temperature response is in the range of 1.5 K to 1.8 K (1.9 K to 2.7 K over sea-ice and land), which is greater than the global mean temperature perturbation introduced through the SSTs, whose average value is about 1.3 K (see Section 2). Thus, the sea-ice and land response amplifies the oceanic forcing by 15% to 40%, for fixed ocean conditions. The amplification is greatest at NH highlatitudes. Several different processes might account for this amplification: snow-albedo feedbacks that impact snow on the land surface and on the sea-ice [Manabe and Stouffer, 1980] , the water vapor feedback associated with a moister atmospheric column over land and sea-ice points, and static stability/heat transport feedbacks in response to a warmer tropical atmosphere [Alexeev et al., 2005] .
[23] While the sign of the response is robust, there are significant differences between the two models: the GFDL AM2 amplifies the oceanic forcing more than the CCCma GCM3. At its middle horizontal resolution, the global mean response of GFDL AM2 is 1.68 K, versus 1.52 K in CCCma GCM3 (or 2.36 K versus 1.90 K when averaged over sea-ice and land only). This difference in the climate sensitivity is statistically significant according to a standard t-test at a more than 95% confidence level, and is mainly caused by the difference in the NH high-latitude response (3.22 K versus 2.53 K, or 3.49 K versus 2.71 K averaged over sea-ice and land). However, given all the possible mechanisms that might lead to these feedbacks, and given the various model differences, it is difficult to attribute the different responses to particular model differences.
[24] Figure 2 follows the surface temperature responses in Table 2 up the atmospheric column from the surface to the stratosphere for the NH low-and high-latitudes. Figure 3 shows the corresponding low-and high-latitude static stability responses. Here we focus on comparing the responses of the two models at their middle resolution, which are marked by the solid line for GFDL AM2, and the dashed line for CCCma GCM3. The temperature responses of the low-latitude column in the two models are very similar. The response increases with height up to 300 hPa (Figure 2a) , a feature that is common to the global warming response of all climate models [Santer et al., 2005] . Consistent with this upper tropospheric warming amplification, the troposphere becomes more stable (Figure 3a) . This thermal response can be understood from simple thermodynamic arguments involving adjustment of the column to a warmer surface: as the atmosphere warms, it can contain more moisture, so that the (saturated adiabatic) lapse rate increases (becomes less negative). The similarity of the temperature responses of the low-latitude column can be explained by the fact that it is so tightly coupled to the low-latitude surface warming, which was found to be very similar in the two models.
[25] The temperature and static stability response at NH high-latitudes (Figures 2b and Figure 3b ) exhibit some common features across the model set but are generally less robust than the low-latitude response. The high-latitude thermal response is characterized by: (1) a decrease of the static stability near the surface due to a maximum in warming at the surface, and (2) a vertical dipole in the response of the static stability around the tropopause, which is associated with an elevation of the high-latitude tropopause. This tropopause response is consistent with previous studies [e.g., Santer et al., 2003] . The difference of the responses between the two models at their middle resolutions is statistically significant near the surface (up to 800 hPa) and around the tropopause (between 200 hPa and 80 hPa). Both features can be related to the large difference between the GFDL AM2 and CCCma GCM3 surface temperature responses above sea-ice and land. The different response near the surface is an extension of the different surface temperature responses. This difference of the near-surface warming between the two models causes a difference in the warming of the tropospheric column, leading to a different tropopause height response (e.g. Santer et al. [2003] ), and to differences in the temperature responses near the tropopause. The differences near the tropopause are larger than in other parts of the vertical domain because of the large vertical gradient of the temperature response in that region. In the Southern Hemisphere (figure not shown) the difference between the two models of the high-latitude surface temperature response is smaller and the extratropical tropopause height responses are more similar.
[26] It is worth noting that the large robustness of the response at NH low-latitudes compared to NH highlatitudes is partially a reflection of the experiment design. The size of the area where the response is prescribed and by construction independent of the experiment, is about twice as large at NH high-latitudes compared to NH low-latitudes. We emphasize though that the difference in robustness between NH low-and high-latitudes is also apparent when averaged over the non-prescribed regions (see Table 2 ): at low-latitudes the difference between the two models is much smaller (0.22 K for the middle resolutions), than at high-latitudes (0.78 K for the middle resolutions).
Level II Comparison
[27] Table 2 shows that the climate sensitivity depends less on horizontal resolution than on the choice of model (GFDL AM2 or CCCma GCM3). The difference in climate sensitivity within one model varying horizontal resolution is small and not statistically significant, whereas the difference between the model sensitivities is almost 0.2 K. The difference in the climate sensitivity found in the Level I comparison (i.e., between the two models at their middle resolution) can thus be mainly ascribed to the fundamental differences between the models, and not to differences in model horizontal resolution. The variation of the climate sensitivity is mainly a result of the variations in the response above NH high-latitude sea-ice and land, which is what we also found in the Level I comparison.
[28] Figures 2 and 3 show, also consistently with what we have learned at the Level I comparison, that the robustness of the vertical structure of the thermal response is closely tied to the robustness of the surface response. At lowlatitudes (Figures 2a and 3a) , where the sensitivity of the surface temperature responses to horizontal resolution is very small, the thermal response of the vertical column is insensitive to horizontal resolution in both models. The NH high-latitude thermal response (Figures 2b and 3b) is more sensitive to resolution, but the sensitivity is not statistically significant, except for the difference between the N30 and N45 GFDL AM2 responses in the vicinity of the tropopause.
Level III Comparison
[29] Table 2 shows that the results we found for varying horizontal resolution (Level II comparison), also apply for varying the orographic gravity wave drag (Level III comparison) : the dependence of the climate sensitivity on gmax is small, and mainly caused by the high sensitivity of the NH high-latitude response above sea-ice and land. Note that this NH high-latitude surface temperature response in the gmax-experiments is much larger than in the resolution experiments with GFDL AM2 (3.86 K at gmax = 1.0 and M45 resolution, versus 3.22 K at N45 resolution). This is consistent with the fact that the gmax-experiments are run in perpetual winter mode. The perpetual winter conditions allow for more snow to accumulate, causing a stronger snow-albedo feedback leading to a stronger polar amplification of surface warming.
[30] The thermal response of the low-latitude column (Figures 2a and 3a) is very similar for different values of gmax, which can be explained by the robust NH lowlatitude surface temperature response. The high-latitude thermal response is slightly more sensitive to gmax, but the sensitivity is not statistically significant according to a t-test.
[31] In summary, the three level comparison has revealed that the thermal response of the low-latitude column is very robust, even when comparing the responses in two independently developed AGCMs. This robustness can be explained by the fact that the response is so tightly coupled to the low-latitude surface warming, which was found to be very robust. The thermal response of the high-latitude column is characterized by an amplification of surface warming and an elevation of the tropopause. Differences in the amplitude of these responses cause significant nonrobustness of the temperature response near the surface and the tropopause when comparing the two models (Level I comparison). The high-latitude thermal response is generally not dependent on horizontal resolution (Level II comparison) or orographic gravity wave drag (Level III comparison).
Zonal-Mean Responses
[32] When we examine the zonal-mean thermal response across the simulation set, the principal signal is a robust warming that extends throughout the troposphere. However, the detailed structure in latitude and height of this response varies from model to model. Since the meridional variations in the thermal response are coupled to the zonal-mean zonal wind response through thermal wind balance, we focus on the zonal wind response as a diagnostic field that indicates which aspects of the zonal-mean response to global warming are robust.
Level I Comparison
[33] Figure 4a and 4b show the zonal-mean zonal wind responses in the two models at their middle horizontal resolutions. When we compare the two figures, regions can be identified where the responses are similar (or: robust, marked with 'R'). Other regions can be identified where the responses are different (or: non-robust, marked with 'X'). We classify the responses as non-robust in regions where the difference in the warming responses (plotted in Figure 4c ) is statistically significant (according to a standard t-test, see shading).
[34] The robust responses can all be found in the tropics and subtropics. Specifically, a robust tripole pattern can be identified. In both models, the subtropical jet shifts upward and poleward (related to the dipole in the higher troposphere/lower stratosphere), whereas the tropical easterlies in the lower troposphere decrease in magnitude. The poleward shift is consistent with previous studies [e.g., Yin, 2005] , and the upward shift is consistent with the elevation of the tropopause in response to global warming.
[35] The robust increase of the zonal wind in the tropopause region around 30°N can also be interpreted in terms of the mechanism described by Shindell et al. [2001] . They argue that a warming of the troposphere and a cooling of the stratosphere in response to greenhouse gas (GHG) increases, directly leads to a meridional temperature response, and, by thermal wind balance, to a zonal wind response near the mid-latitude tropopause. Our results are consistent with this mechanism. Our global warming response is also characterized by an increase of the meridional temperature gradient around the mid-latitude tropopause (due to the warming of the troposphere and the absence of a temperature response in the stratosphere), leading to a strengthening of the zonal wind in that region. However, we do not capture the response described by Shindell et al. [2001] to the full extent, because of our choice not to double the atmospheric CO 2 concentration, hereby limiting the stratospheric temperature response.
[36] Non-robust responses are highlighted in the difference plot (Figure 4c ). It shows a dipole in latitude around 25°N. Comparing the control with the perturbation experiments (not shown), reveals that the CCCma GCM3 tropospheric jet widens in the poleward direction in response to global warming. The isotachs shift poleward at the poleward side of the jet center, but hardly shift in the center and at the equatorward side of the jet center. In contrast, the entire GFDL AM2 tropospheric jet shifts poleward, including the equatorward side of the jet. It is this difference in the poleward movement at the equatorward side of the jet center that causes the dipole around 25°N in Figure 4c .
[37] Differences between the zonal wind responses are also found at high-latitudes. The difference between the responses is statistically significant between 600 and 200 hPa north of 70°N. GFDL AM2 predicts a westerly (but not statistically significant) response to global warming in this region (Figure 4a ), whereas CCCma GCM3 predicts an easterly response (Figure 4b ).
[38] We note that the low-latitude zonal wind responses in the two models are more similar when the two most similar horizontal resolutions (i.e. GFDL AM2 N30 and CCCma GCM3 T63) are compared (not shown). In contrast, at highlatitudes, the zonal wind response difference between the models at these resolutions is still large and statistically significant.
Level II Comparison
[39] Here we compare the zonal wind responses at two different horizontal resolutions in GFDL AM2. Figure 5a and Figure 5b show, respectively, the global warming responses in GFDL AM2 at N30 and N45 horizontal resolution (note that Figure 5b is identical to Figure 4a ), and Figure 5c shows the difference. Similar to the horizontal-mean responses (Section 3.2), the low-latitude zonalmean response is relatively robust to variations of horizontal resolution.
[40] In contrast, at high-latitudes, the zonal wind response appears to be very dependent not only on the model, but also on the horizontal resolution: the GFDL AM2 zonal wind response is statistically significant easterly above 600 hPa at N30 resolution (Figure 5a ), but (not statistically significant) westerly at N45 resolution (Figure 5b) , causing a significant difference in the responses in that region (Figure 5c ). In other words, even if we keep the numerics and parameterizations fixed and only vary horizontal resolution, the high-latitude zonal wind response is not robust. The high-latitude zonal wind response differences we found in the Level I comparison can therefore also be caused by differences in horizontal resolution.
[41] Results from the CCCma GCM3 simulations (not shown) show very similar results: the low-latitude zonal wind response is robust to variations in horizontal resolution, in contrast to the high-latitude response. Interestingly, the high-latitude warming responses in GFDL AM2 at N45 and N90 horizontal resolution (the two highest resolutions considered in this study, not shown), are more similar, indicating that the warming response might converge at higher horizontal resolutions.
Level III Comparison
[42] The global warming response of zonal wind in the perpetual winter runs at M45 resolution, with gmax set to, respectively, 0.5 and 1.0 (which is the control value), are shown in Figure 6a and Figure 6b Level II comparison, the low-latitude response is robust, in contrast to the high-latitude response. GFDL AM2 predicts a significant easterly response north of 70°N at gmax = 1.0 (Figure 6b ), whereas the response in the gmax = 0.5 simulation is not significant (Figure 6a ), resulting in a significant difference in the high-latitude response (Figure 6c ). Comparing the zonal wind responses to global warming in the gmax = 1.0 and gmax = 2.0 experiments (not shown), shows similar results. The high-latitude zonal wind response is thus not only sensitive to the model and variations of the model horizontal resolution, but also to the variations of a single tuning parameter.
[43] The three level comparison has been informative in the sense that it discriminates between the non-robustness at high-and low-latitudes. For example, it seems that nonrobust zonal-mean high-latitude responses can be induced by just about any change to the model, for example of resolution or of a simple tuning parameter like gmax. On the other hand, the low-latitude zonal-mean responses are quite robust, even to changes of resolution, so that significant differences of the responses to global warming are only found when comparing two different AGCMs.
Regional Responses
[44] Not surprisingly, as we progress from the horizontalmean response to the zonal-mean response, we find more non-robust features in the response to global warming. The situation worsens as we progress to regional scales, where very few robust responses can be found. As one diagnostic of the regional-scale circulation response, we plot the warming response of the stationary wave field (i.e., the deviation from the zonal mean of the geopotential height) at 500 hPa for the gmax = 0.5 (1.0) experiments in (Figures 7a and 7b) . In this field, there are virtually no statistically significant responses that are common to both gmax simulations. Note that the difference (Figure 7c ) is large locally, but only statistically significant in a few regions due to the high interannual variability. The sensitivity of the warming response of the stationary waves to gmax might not be surprising, because gmax is a parameter that strongly affects the orographic mean-flow interaction. Furthermore, the stationary wave field response to global warming appears to be particularly difficult to predict because of a variety of factors contributing to the generation of the stationary wave field (Ting, Kushner and Joseph, manuscript in preparation).
[45] But the sensitivity to gmax also appears to impact fields that are less directly controlled by gmax, like the surface temperature response (Figure 8 ). For example, the surface temperature response in northern Russia ranges from 1 -2 K (gmax = 1.0) to up to 6-7 K (gmax = 0.5). The difference in the responses (Figure 8c ) is statistically significant in large regions. Note also that in these experiments the SST perturbations are prescribed and by construction independent of gmax, which explains the insensitivity to gmax variations of the surface temperature response above the oceans. We recall that gmax is not restricted by observations and that it is generally used to tune the strength and location of the tropospheric jets. Figures 7 and 8 show that a relatively small change to such a parameter can lead to unexpectedly large changes in the local climate response.
Predicting Non-Robust Warming Responses
[46] In Section 3, we have identified robust and nonrobust responses to global warming for a variety of climate variables. The idea we test in this section is that climate variables that respond non-robustly to tuning variations in the control run (e.g., to changes to resolution or to gravity wave drag), might also respond non-robustly to global warming.
[47] In Figure 6 we have in the Level III comparison addressed the assumption that the warming response does not depend on the specific settings of the gravity wave drag. This test is schematically illustrated in Figure 9 where x and y respectively represent control parameters that define the settings of gravity wave drag and GHG forcing, f (x o , y o ) represents the GCM climate for the default settings of gravity wave drag (i.e., gmax = 1.0) and present-day GHGs, and where for example Df (y 1 ) Figure 7 . As in Figure 6 , except for the stationary wave response at 500 hPa. The contour interval is 5 m, the zero contour line has been omitted, and shading indicates statistical significance at 90, 95 and 99% level (according to a standard t-test).
represents the warming response of the GCM for the default setting of gravity wave drag. A robust warming response would imply that the warming response is independent of x, i.e., that Df (y 1 )j xo was essentially indistinguishable from Df (y 1 )j x1 . Large values of the difference NR warming = Df (y 1 )j x1 À Df (y 1 )j xo are necessarily associated with regions of non-robustness in the warming response. In Figure 6 this comparison was made for the zonal-mean zonal wind for the two settings of gmax = 1.0 and 0.5. The difference NR warming was quantified in Figure 6c .
[48] At the same time, it is possible that the response of the control climate itself (i.e., at constant y in the above notation), is non-robust to changes in the settings of the gravity wave drag. This would be expressed as NR control = Df (x 1 )j yo À Df (x À1 )j yo , as illustrated in Figure 9 . Our idea is that a non-robust response in f to tuning variations in the control simulation (i.e., if NR control is not small), may be connected to a non-robust response in f to other variations, in particular to global warming. The hope is that nonrobustness of a field in the control run might allow some degree of predictability of non-robustness in the global warming response.
[49] The practical implications of this idea will be discussed in Section 5. However, first we demonstrate the plausibility of this idea. Employing the value of gmax = 1.0 as the default x o we consider the response to changing its value to 0.5 and 2.0 in the control climate. The zonal wind responses for these experiments are respectively displayed in Figures 10a and 10b. A comparison of the two responses indicates a region where significant differences arise. In the above notation, this region corresponds directly to where the quantity NR control is significantly non-zero. (Note that, unlike NR warming , the difference NR control has not been explicitly evaluated because suitable normalizations for Df (x 1 )j yo and Df (x À1 )j yo are required.) We mark this region with large NR control by the dotted box and compare it to the region marked by 'X', which represents the region where NR warming was found to be large (in Figure 6c ). The region with the largest scale non-robust warming responses appears to be a large subset of the region with non-robust responses Figure 8 . As in Figure 6 , except for the Eurasian surface temperature response, in K. Note that shading in (a) and (b) corresponds to the values of the response, and not to the statistical significance. All responses greater than 1.5 K in (a) and (b) are statistically significant at a more than 95% level. In (c), the contour interval is 1 K, and shading indicates statistical significance at 90, 95 and 99% level (according to a standard t-test). Figure 9 . Schematic on NR warming and NR control , see text for details.
to gmax increases in the control run. Non-robustness to tuning variations in the control simulation thus seems to be a 'warning sign' for non-robust responses to global warming.
[50] The same analysis can be applied to the Level II comparison of Figure 5 in which the robustness of the warming response to changes in horizontal resolution is evaluated. In the above framework, the Level II comparison represents a simultaneous change of several parameters related to horizontal resolution (see Section 2). For Level II comparisons, therefore, we interpret x as a vector of control parameters. In Figures 11a and 11b we present two zonal wind responses of the control climate for the GFDL AM2 model resulting from changes in the default resolution of N45 to N30, and N90. A comparison of these two responses indicates a region where significant differences arise for the control climate. We mark this region with large Figure 10 . The NH zonal-mean zonal wind response to an increase of gmax from (a) 0.5 to 1.0, and (b) 1.0 to 2.0 in the perpetual winter control runs of GFDL AM2 at M45 resolution. The contour interval is 1.0 ms
À1
, and shading indicates statistical significance at 90, 95 and 99% level (according to a standard t-test). The dashed-dotted line denotes the tropopause in the control run with gmax = 1.0. The dotted box in (c) indicates the region where the zonal wind in the control run responds non-robustly to gmax increases (i.e., where NR control is large). The regions marked with 'X' indicate regions where the warming responses ( Figure 6 ) were found to be non-robust, i.e., where NR warming was found to be large. Figure 11 . The NH zonal-mean zonal wind response to an increase of horizontal resolution from (a) N30 to N45, and (b) N45 to N90 in the GFDL AM2 control runs. The contour interval is 1.0 ms À1 and shading indicates statistical significance at 90, 95, and 99% level (according to a standard t-test). The dotted box in (c) indicates the region where the zonal wind in the control run responds non-robustly to horizontal resolution increases (i.e., where NR control is large). The regions marked with 'X' indicate regions where the warming responses ( Figure 5 ) were found to be non-robust, i.e., where NR warming was found to be large.
NR control by the dotted box, and compare it to the region marked by 'X', which represents the region where NR warming was found to be large (in Figure 5c ). The region with nonrobust warming responses again appears to be a large subset of the region where the zonal wind responds non-robustly to resolution variations in the control climate. This supports the notion that non-robustness of the control climate potentially has some predictive power for non-robustness of the warming response.
[51] Finally, we can also interpret the Level I comparison of robustness in the warming response of the GFDL and CCCma models in terms of this framework. In this instance the variable x represents an even larger vector than in the Level II comparison. The differences in x represent all of the differences and choices employed in the construction of each GCM. We have plotted the Level I NR warming in Figure 4c . Continuing with this analysis we could even investigate the relationship between NR warming and NR control for the Level I comparison if we had included a third model in the analysis. This is left for future investigation.
Summary and Conclusions
[52] An underlying assumption of all climate change experiments is that the perturbative response to enhanced GHG forcing will be relatively insensitive to the various choices we have made in the construction of our climate models. In Section 3 we have investigated the validity of this important assumption as manifested by the presence of robust and non-robust signals in the warming response. We have compared the responses at three different levels: (I) between two independently developed AGCMs (with fundamental differences in numerics and parameterizations), (II) within one model varying horizontal resolution (varying several tuning parameters at the same time), and (III) within one model varying a single tuning parameter. In the Level I comparison, we try to isolate the effect of differences in the formulation of atmospheric general circulation models (AGCMs) on the global warming response by bypassing feedbacks with the ocean. We perturbed two different AGCMs with the same sea-surface temperature (SST) perturbation field and determined the response for each AGCM. We restricted this study to the NH boreal winter.
[53] Comparing horizontal-mean responses, we found that the climate sensitivity is 15% to 40% higher than the global mean prescribed oceanic forcing, which is caused by amplified sea-ice and land temperature responses. The range in climate sensitivity is mainly caused by the large range of the response at NH high-latitudes, where the responses are largest. The thermal response of the high-latitude column is characterized by an amplification of surface warming and an elevation of the tropopause. These responses have different magnitudes in the two models, causing significant differences in the near-surface and near-tropopause temperature responses (Level I comparison). The high-latitude thermal response is generally not dependent on horizontal resolution (Level II comparison) or orographic gravity wave drag (Level III comparison). The low-latitude thermal response is to a high degree tied to the surface response. Since the surfaces response is not dependent on either model, horizontal resolution, or the strength of the gravity wave drag, the thermal response of the low-latitude vertical column appears to be robust at all three levels of comparison.
[54] Comparing the zonal-mean responses at three different levels showed that the low-latitude response is quite robust. It is not sensitive to changes in a single tuning parameter (Level III), or even horizontal resolution (Level II), but the responses are slightly different when comparing the two models (Level I). On the other hand, non-robustness at high-latitudes can be induced by just about any change to the model, for example of horizontal resolution or of a single tuning parameter like gmax.
[55] On regional scales we found very few robust responses: a relatively small change to a tuning parameter like gmax can lead to unexpectedly large changes in the local climate response. This result has implications for comparison studies like Cash et al. [2005] , who found few robust responses of the Z500 global warming responses in two different AGCMs. Our results imply that non-robust local global warming responses can also be induced by variations in horizontal resolution or even in a single tuning parameter. Dong and Valdes [2000] is one of the few studies that has addressed the robustness of the global warming response when horizontal resolution is varied. Our results confirm their findings that the atmospheric response to different boundary conditions may depend on horizontal resolution.
[56] In general we have found that at different levels of comparison, the low-latitude global warming response is more robust than that at high-latitudes. This can be explained in terms of physical processes. At low-latitudes, the large-scale global warming response is governed mainly by relatively straightforward energy and moisture processes. In particular, the thermal response of the low-latitude column is characterized by an increase of the (saturated adiabatic) lapse rate in a warmer and, consequently, moister atmosphere. The robust thermal response implies a robust circulation response. At high-latitudes, in contrast, the response is governed by less straightforward, or more different processes. Specifically, we have seen that the near surface temperature response is characterized by a polar amplification that is governed by several different processes, which all might respond differently in different models (see Section 3.2.1). In addition, sensitivity of the simulation of non-linear wave-mean flow interactions to model parameterizations and settings likely contributes to the found nonrobustness of the circulation response at high-latitudes.
[57] As we stated in the Introduction, we have in mind in this study the pragmatic reality of climate model development, in which models are tuned to produce an accurate control simulation. The prediction idea we have presented in Section 4 suggests that climate variables that behave unsystematically as the model is being tuned might not be reliably forecast in a climate-prediction setting. Our practical suggestion is that model development groups would find it educational to periodically produce fixed-SST perturbation runs like the ones we have done, using both tuned and ''de-tuned'' (i.e. non-optimal) values of the tuning parameters, to gain a better handle on the expected reliability of their model's climate predictions.
[58] Our results suggest a relationship between nonrobustness to tuning responses in the control run and nonrobustness in the warming response for horizontal resolution and gmax variations. This is an important observation with obvious implications, but does not imply that it can be generalized to apply to all tuning variations; the found relationship might not be valid for variations in other model parameters.
[59] Projections for the future climate based on output of GCMs are widely used by policy makers. Our results have implications for the reliability of climate change projections. For example, the value of the gmax parameter is not constrained by observations, and is chosen so that the simulated climate best resembles the current climate. There is no guarantee that this value would remain constant in a warmer climate. The observation in this study that in some regions the global warming response is dependent on the gmax parameter, questions the reliability of the climate predictions in these regions. Also, the found dependency of the global warming response to horizontal resolution in certain regions implies uncertainty in the response. Although robustness does not guarantee a response to be realistic, we generally put more confidence in those robust responses.
